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TagWrite  

Since 1987, starting with the Navy’s Paperless Ship project, ZANDAR has specialized in conversion of 
documents with critical content that demand precise conversion and the highest level quality control.  

TagWrite digitally parses (reads) every byte of your original, native Microsoft Word file. TagWrite then 
performs the conversion to XML in computer memory and outputs all original data. It is very important to 
understand that TagWrite is a complete software solution. There is no human intervention in the conversion 
process. It is NOT a hard copy scanning or a key entry method. It is not a manual tagging method. Human 
data errors are not introduced into your documents. This eliminates the high cost of detailed proofing for 
content among most of our customers.  

The product of TagWrite is a fully editable XML file. 

TagWrite software was created by and is maintained by ZANDAR Corporation. 

TagWrite’s Word to XML Capabilities 

TagWrite converts Microsoft Word documents to XML and from XML to fully formatted Microsoft Word. 

What is XML? 

XML is an international standard for coding documents that can be published on the Web or in document 
management systems. Each XML project has its own tagging (coding or markup) specification known as an 
“XSD” or sometimes called a “Document Type Definition” (DTD). TagWrite can be adapted to support virtually 
any XSD or DTD. 

What Word Features and XML Specifications Are Supported? 

Although it is an international standard, there are infinite possible ways to implement XML. 

Similarly, each set of Microsoft Word documents has its own characteristics—its own styling, layout, structure.  

In other words, there is no "out of the box" solution to a complex Word to XML conversion project. Each 
project must be built as a work of art. 

TagWrite is a core technology of software that our software engineers customize to meet the requirement of 
each Word<>XML project. TagWrite can be configured to convert almost any feature of Microsoft Word to 
meet your XSD (DTD—your XML specification. 

Because of the unique characteristics of each project, each potential job requires engineering analysis before 
a detailed commitment can be made to build a TagWrite conversion application. We do not charge for the 
basic analysis. 

On-Demand Word to XML Conversion on Your Computer System 

Many users of XML want to keep the original documents in Microsoft Word because the Word environment 
allows easier editing and maintenance. We are often able to provide our customers with an on-demand 
system to convert new Microsoft Word documents to XML using one, simple, Word menu command. In this 
way, editing remains in the Word environment, and XML is produced for whatever uses you require.  

Contact ZANDAR Corporation For a Technical Analysis 

Because each project is unique, ZANDAR needs to discuss the technical issues and work with you to 
evaluate the quality of conversion that can be obtained with your particular documents. 


